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LightShot is a really popular and powerful plug-in for everyone who uses a browser and frequently navigates the Internet. Practical add-on for seamless screen captures Lightshot is a cross-platform utility that can save you a lot of trouble. It is a free utility that can screenshot an entire browser window or certain portions of it. The plug-in is extremely small in
size, and it was built with the users' needs in mind. Lightshot offers an excellent user experience and has ultra-intuitive commands. By clicking the feather icon (which is a good choice for a logo, suggesting usability, performance, and accessibility) you are prompted with a message indicating you should select the area you want to screenshot. Snapshot

editings and fast sharing Lightshot is a popular browser add-on because it has really practical features. When selecting the area you want to screenshot, you easily can resize the border and add on-image notations and drawings; you also have the options to circle items on the screen or draw lines, highlight elements, select the desired pen and brush color, insert
a given combination of color codes, and undo any modification. After fixing the image's boundaries and adding your notations, you have multiple options. For example, you can upload the image to the Lightshot servers and send the image's link to someone else for easy distribution. Also, you can choose to share the image on Twitter, Facebook, VK, or

Pinterest. Furthermore, you can conduct a Google search for similar pictures, or save the image to your device. A complete solution which is delivered efficiently Lightshot is a super-flexible and user-friendly extension. We, as users, expect most utilities nowadays to be simple and intuitive, and have an appeal. This Firefox extension manages to offer a lot of
value, for different individuals, thanks to its varied set of features and simple yet consistent product strategy: make something others like and need, and make it simple. With technology getting more complicated every day, Lightshot manages to deliver more with less. Lightshot is a really popular and powerful plug-in for everyone who uses a browser and

frequently navigates the Internet. Practical add-on for seamless screen captures Lightshot is a cross-platform utility that can save you a lot of trouble. It is a free utility that can screenshot an entire browser window or certain portions of it. The plug-in is extremely small in size, and it was built with the users' needs in
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Description Personal information about the author This text was written by: Róbert László Kállay Good extensions are like friends: You can't imagine living without them. They can make your work easier, improve the quality of your experience and make your life a bit easier. However, like friends, they are also fun to have around and their benefit can
sometimes be unexpected. A few years ago, I was standing in line at an AirBnB checkout. The person in front of me had a few seconds and my attention was already taken by a somewhat annoying fact: I was about to have to enter my credit card details on a web page. The problem was that the first 4 digits of my credit card had already been stolen when I
made the booking and the web page was not sending the right sequence. I thought for a second, and then I took out a piece of paper and started writing down the numbers I wanted to use. This way, I don't have to enter them again on the web page. When I finished, I looked up and saw the person in front of me smiling at me and I could see a similar idea cross
his face. Fortunately, he understood what was going on, and his gift to me that day was a bookmarklet: javascript:location.href=''+window.location.href; Of course, this is just one example of the many uses for a browser add-on. There are many other things you can do with them, and I would like to share some of my favorites. Description: Description

What's New In LightShot For Firefox?

Lightshot is a really popular and powerful plug-in for everyone who uses a browser and frequently navigates the Internet. It is a cross-platform utility that can save you a lot of trouble. It is a free utility that can screenshot an entire browser window or certain portions of it. The plug-in is extremely small in size, and it was built with the users' needs in mind.
Lightshot offers an excellent user experience and has ultra-intuitive commands. By clicking the feather icon (which is a good choice for a logo, suggesting usability, performance, and accessibility) you are prompted with a message indicating you should select the area you want to screenshot. Snapshot editings and fast sharing Lightshot is a popular browser
add-on because it has really practical features. When selecting the area you want to screenshot, you easily can resize the border and add on-image notations and drawings; you also have the options to circle items on the screen or draw lines, highlight elements, select the desired pen and brush color, insert a given combination of color codes, and undo any
modification. After fixing the image's boundaries and adding your notations, you have multiple options. For example, you can upload the image to the Lightshot servers and send the image's link to someone else for easy distribution. Also, you can choose to share the image on Twitter, Facebook, VK, or Pinterest. Furthermore, you can conduct a Google
search for similar pictures, or save the image to your device. A complete solution which is delivered efficiently Lightshot is a super-flexible and user-friendly extension. We, as users, expect most utilities nowadays to be simple and intuitive, and have an appeal. This Firefox extension manages to offer a lot of value, for different individuals, thanks to its
varied set of features and simple yet consistent product strategy: make something others like and need, and make it simple. With technology getting more complicated every day, Lightshot manages to deliver more with less. Practical add-on for seamless screen captures Lightshot is a cross-platform utility that can save you a lot of trouble. It is a free utility
that can screenshot an entire browser window or certain portions of it. The plug-in is extremely small in size, and it was built with the users' needs in mind. Lightshot offers an excellent user experience and has ultra-intuitive commands. By clicking the feather icon (which is a good choice for a logo, suggesting usability, performance, and accessibility) you are
prompted with a message indicating you should select the area you want to screenshot. Snapshot editings and fast sharing Lightshot is a popular browser add-on because it has really practical features. When selecting the area you want to screenshot, you easily can resize the border and add
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System Requirements For LightShot For Firefox:

Minimum Specifications: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Processor: Intel Core i5-6500, AMD FX-8350, Intel Core i3-3225 Intel Core i5-6500, AMD FX-8350, Intel Core i3-3225 Memory: 6 GB RAM 6 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660 or AMD Radeon HD 7870 Nvidia GTX 660 or AMD Radeon HD
7870 DirectX: Version 11 Minimum Recommended Specifications: OS:
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